EWLSE Strategic Initiatives (ongoing)

- Identify and facilitate the recognition of women leaders in systems engineering both within INCOSE and around the world
- Hold leadership events that feature distinguished speakers, panels, marketplace activities, and training that are open to all of INCOSE at annual INCOSE events and other systems related events that focus on leadership topics (see the News and Events tab for examples)
- Investigate, communicate about, and support qualified applicants for open leadership positions for the Board of Directors, Committee Chairs, Corporate Advisory Board, Chapter and Working Group leads, Technical Operations, INCOSE awards (Fellow, Founder, Pioneer), INCOSE certifications (ASEP, CSEP, ESEP), and the INCOSE Technical Leadership Institute, etc.
- Facilitate access to INCOSE leaders for INCOSE members who seek guidance in the leadership journey
- Promote the publication of systems related work by women around the globe in INCOSE publications and through the EWLSE website (see the Resources tab).
- Showcase successful women leaders in engineering and systems engineering, document and share EWLSE success stories, and keep the community apprised of EWLSE activities in the INCOSE member newsletter, on social media and through other internal and external publications
- Recognize key advocates and supporters of the EWLSE mission
- Establish and support the INCOSE mentor/mentee process
- DONE: Established a NEW diversity related paper category for future INCOSE IS paper submissions in support of a best paper award process for diversity related research within INCOSE.